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court

Summary: Automobile registered to defendant seen colliding with
parked car. Driver left on foot heard running from
area.  When constable attended defendant's residence
defendant called on telephone from a store location
nearby.  Footprints from accident led in direction of the
store where defendant found.

When police arrive at location defendant is seen
entering an automobile in the parking area as



passenger.  Defendant confronted and placed under
arrest.  Defendant searched and boot taken for
comparison with footprints.

Defendant request to contact counsel of choice not
fulfilled.  Duty counsel contacted and spoke with
defendant.  Refusal to provide sample by defendant.

Inculpatory statement made by defendant to police. 

Defendant not identified in court by crown witnesses.  
No defence evidence called. 

Issue: Was the arrest lawful; were there reasonable and
probable grounds to give breathalyzer demand; was
right to counsel breached and was statement made to
police admissible.

Result: No reasonable and probable grounds to give
breathalyzer demand.  No objective connection other
than vehicle registration and the defendant's proximity
to accident scene to connect defendant to accident. 
Refusal of improper demand not an offence and
acquitted on s. 254 charge.

Defendant's right to counsel of choice breached.  Police
did not make every reasonable effort to allow defendant
to contact counsel of choice.  Charter violation does not
result in the exclusion of any evidence, as police appear
to have acted in good faith.

Factual finding that conversation between officer and
defendant occurred before defendant spoke to counsel
renders statement inadmissible.  

Discernable facts and knowledge held by arresting
officer do not constitute reasonable and probable
grounds for arrest, but satisfied articulable cause
existed to detain for investigative purposes.  Subsequent
search of defendant results in keys being admissible but
boot inadmissible.  Based on remaining admissible



evidence unable to find beyond reasonable doubt
defendant was driver of subject vehicle and acquitted of
s. 252(1) charge.

Not necessary to make finding regarding issue of
identification of defendant in court.
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